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"This past year Action Finance Initiative (AFI) made a leap in spreading

the power of microfinance in Greece. Amidst difficult times, hundreds of
people were informed about the transformative potential of the tool and
were trained on various business thematics. Many new and existing
entrepreneurs covering a large variety of economic sectors were
financially supported and mentored thereafter. Welfare recipients
converted into wealth creators and knowledge-owners validated the force
of solidarity and volunteering.
At the same time, AFI advocated strongly towards a change in the
regulatory framework that would allow non-banking institutions to
perform microfinance activities. By being the leader in the microfinance
sector in Greece, AFI formed strategic partnerships, strengthened the
ecosystem and enriched the services provided to its primary target group:
vulnerable individuals who wish to create/grow their business and having
no access to funding.
AFI will now have to prepare its geographical expansion for 2018
onwards and its sustainability model in the realm of structural changes in
the economy. In this respect we need the support of all public and private
stakeholders to reach this ambitious aim”
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The ongoing economic and financial crisis has left a heavy imprint on
the Greek society. The unemployment rate is currently at a record 24% of
the labour force and 57,7% of the youth population. Entrepreneurship
and self-employment are two solutions among others, to combat
unemployment.
Two figures are enough to understand to what extent entrepreneurship
and self employment are deeply rooted in the Greek culture:
96,8% of enterprises in Greece are micro,
59,1% of the working population either works in a micro-enterprise or
is self-employed.
In January 2014, ActionAid Hellas and Adie International created AFI, a
social non-profitable enterprise under the Greek Law.
A 2-year pilot project was launched in January 2015 in order to assess
the demand for micro-lending, test tools & procedures; and measure the
risks.
In two years, AFI financed 63 micro enterprises, thus creating and/or
maintaining 120 jobs.

Introduce the concept of

microcredit in Greece to combat
financial and social exclusion
and to assist job-seekers to
create their own jobs through
microcredit.

Support micro-entrepreneurs
before, during and after the
creation of their business to
ensure its sustainability.

Contribute to the improvement of the institutional framework of
microcredit, entrepreneurship and business creation in Greece.
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Despite the absence of a proper microfinance regulatory framework in
Greece, AFI succeeds in financing micro-entrepreneurs with the help of its
two banking partners:

AFI collaborates with other
grassroots organizations involved in
entrepreneurship in order to source
future clients and provide them with
the appropriate support.
In 2016 AFI initiated a collaboration
with The People’s Trust, which allows
entrepreneurs to benefit from a
small grant from TPT in combination
with a microloan.
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Through it banking partners, AFI
provides access to funding for the
creation and growth of microenterprises:
46 micro enterprises financed
41% are start-ups (< 6 months)
91 new jobs created

Clients’ profile

Maria- Pregnancy Consultant

AFI Portfolio in numbers

27% youth (< 30 age)

Outstanding debt*: € 422,687

40% unemployed

Average microloan size : € 8,035

42% women

PAR30*: 3.15%

*As of Dec 31, 2016

AFI supports all types of businesses from all business industries.

AFI provides its clients with bespoke
business development support before,
during and after the creation of their
business.
Group or individual training sessions.

Assignment of a mentor on demand.
12 to 18 hours support dedicated to
each project by AFI staff and
volunteers.
Vicky- Online Marketing Volunteer

686 individuals sensitized about AFI and entrepreneurship through
119 informational sessions and events.
110 unique people trained through 141 sessions on business
planning, marketing, exports, etc.
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Maria, a midwife and pregnancy yoga instructor, launched Mamama, a
motherhood center, which acts as an “incubator” providing services and
courses based on motherhood, pregnancy, natural childbirth,
breastfeeding and prenatal & baby Yoga.
Georgia and Aspasia, two unemployed women, created Amyliathi a
social cooperative, which produces and sells home-made pasta and
pasta-related products with an Asia Minor tradition. Amylianthi aims to
hire exclusively unemployed women and sensitize local communities
about the Asia Minor traditional recipes and hand-made pasta knowhow.

Apostolos, an unemployed theater director, created his own theater
production company and his first theater production.
Romina, an unemployed female fashion designer, created her own
company, Romina Karamanea, which provides fashion seminars to
aspiring young Greek fashion designers. In parallel she’s also preparing
her own collection, which she plans to launch soon.
Nikos, an unemployed livestock farmer from the area of Mani, requested
AFI’s support in order to create his company, which breeds chickens and
produces eggs. With his production, Nikos serves local markets and
touristic businesses.
Stratos, Petros and Panagiotis
all three unemployed, created a
social cooperative named
Rokani, whose main activity is
to create new furniture and
other decorative items with
upcycled materials.
Stratos- Rokani founder
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Although AFI’s volume of activity strongly increases year after year, our
organization still faces many challenges in order to be able to serve more
micro-entrepreneurs:
The absence of a proper microfinance legal framework in Greece does not
allow a non-bank financial institution to provide business loans directly to
its clients. To get around this legal issue, AFI partnered with two banks but
this model delays the process and increases the complexity of microloans
delivery.
At present, the inability to operate in a direct model, prevents AFI from
generating financial revenue, which would allow the organisation to
develop a sustainable economic model over time and to reach out more
entrepreneurs all over Greece.
So far, AFI could not access European Union funds in favour of jobs
creation, which are managed by the Greek government.
The environment of microenterprises does not encourage
small business creation: the fiscal
environment is unstable and not
enough gradual to ease microbusinesses creation and growth.
Microbusiness creation could also
be enhanced thanks to a simpler
and cheaper administrative
process.

Thodoris- Agriculturist

There are too few bridges between unemployment and
entrepreneurship. Despite many attempts, AFI did not succeed in building
a partnership with OAED (Greek Unemployment Agency) which doesn’t
seem to perceive entrepreneurship as a credible alternative to salaried
employment. OAED should reinforce its promotion actions in favour of
entrepreneurship and allow the unemployed to create their own job, while
maintaining their unemployment benefits during the first months.
Greece lacks strong-willed public policies in favour of MSMEs
development.
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1 Branch
1 General Manager
2 Microcredit
Officers

Development

25 Volunteers
Athens

ANASTASIA TSILOGLOU

General Manager

L. Riankour 64, 115 23, 10/3B, Athens
+30 210 82 56 341
info@afi.org.gr
http://www.afi.org.gr

MARISA ANTONOPOULOU
Microcredit Development Officer

DIMITRIS SIMOS
Microcredit Development Officer

They support AFI:
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2016

2015

Continuing
Operations

€

€

Income From
donations

157.200,00

196.641,70

Administrative
Expenses

115.039,69

148.446,9

Net income

42.160,31

48.194,80

Selling Expenses

28.158,05

36.111,72

373,00

302,37

28.531,05

36.414,09

Income tax expense

0

0

Profit for the year

13.629,26

11.780,71

13.629,26

11.780,71

Bank Expenses
Profit before income
tax

Total
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2016

2015

3.237,46

4.065,49

1.000,00

1.000,00

0

0

New loans to third parties

175.734,05

107.309,45

Cash and cash equivalents

30.876,36

20.619,66

207.610,41

128.929,11

210.847,87

132.994,60

Ordinary shares

1.000,00

1.000,00

Retained earnings

42.523,15

28.893,89

Total equity

43.523,15

29.893,89

Donation from third parties

157.200,00

90.000,00

Interest payable and other liabilities

10.124,72

13.100,71

Total liabilities

167.324,72

103.100,71

TOTAL EQUITY AND
LIABILITIES

210.847,87

132.994,60

In €
ASSETS
Non-current assets
Assets
Current assets
Receivable shares
Prepayments and accrued income

TOTAL ASSETS

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
EQUITY

LIABILITIES
Current liabilities
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BUDGET in €

2017

Training & Capacity Building

26.000

Personnel

162.916

Finance & Administration Costs

17.803

Governance

5.520

Fixed & Property Costs

28.864

Marketing & communication

46.000

IT/MIS Costs

11.050

Project Evaluation & Extension

8.000

TOTAL

306.153
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